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YOUR CHOICE OF THREE TYPES OF SEPARATORS
; EACH ONE A HIGH-QUALITY, EFFICIENT MACHINE. - —

by expert

IF your requirements call for the 
highest quality Cream Separator in 

the world the Improved Frictionlees 
Empire is your machine. No other 
machine runs as easily. Because our 
patents prevent others using the Fric
tionless Ball Neck Bearing and the 
Three Ball Bottom Bearing—admitted 
be the two greatest friction-eliminating 
put on a Separator.

The Improved 
Frictionless 

Empire
Skimming Devices are few in number, easily 
cleaned as an enamel cup. Guaranteed to skim as 
close as any Separator you can name. Easily the 
most mechanically perfect and durable.

NOT even the Frictionlese Empire or any other 
Separator constructed—can beat the Empire 

Star for close skimming. Its Multiple-Cone Skim
ming Devices get ALL the cream. And they can be 
thoroughly cleaned in a very few minutes. While 
the Empire Star is not equipped with the Friction
less Ball Bearings, as in the Frictionless Empire, 
still the

New Empire 
Star

as easily as any Cream Separ
ator you can find, excepting the 
Frictionless Empire. Certainly there 
is no Separator that sells at the 

e price that has so much 
"quality" put into it. Empire Star 
will prove satisfactory to you — we 
guarantee it.

tt PXISC" Machines, while not the 
equal of “Cone" Separators, 

are more common and more widely 
known. So il you are familiar with 
them, and your mind is made up on a 
Disc Machine, we can SAVE you 
money and at the same time give you 
a BETTER Separator. There are 

fewer “ Closed " Bearings on the

Centre Feed 
Empire Disc

—the bowl is one-fifth lighter—and the machine runs 
far easier than any disc separator made. We 
would be foolish to make these claims if we couldn't 
back them up. We just ask you to read our Dairy 
Book and see the Empire Disc at our agents in 
your locality. You'll then have convincing proof of 
the truth of our statements.

THE EMPIRE CREAM SEPARATOR COMPANY OF CANADA
_______________________ LIMITED______________________

Western Office, WINNIPEG, MAN. | FREE DAIRY BOOK TORONTO, ONT.

FAIRBANKS-MORSE GASOLINE ENGINES
ARE THE RECOGNIZED STANDARD FOR FARM OR DAIRY

Feirbenk-Morir Jack-of-ell-Tredes Engine.

THOUSANDS OF THESE ENGINES
arc in daily use by the farmers throughout Canada

A FAIRBANKS-MORSE GASOLINE ENGINE
Is a boon to the average farmer
IT PROVIDES HIM WITH

A power plant equally as good for his purpose as the large power plants of our 
great Industrial Establishments.
IT FURNISHES HIM

with something with which he can place his farm or dairy on a paying basis (i.e.)
CHEAP POWER

These engines are Easy to start, whether in cold or warm weather, Reliable in operation, Simple, 
anybody can run them. Ecomomical in the use of Fuel. Portable, they can easily be moved from 

from one point to another. Write to-day for New Illustrated Catalogue.
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